Camera Snaps Scenes at Missoula Game; Stein Rests in Idaho

The CAMERAMAN caught the presentation of the "half brown slate" inside Multidale's field house yesterday by Coach Ted Bank handed the ever-enduring metal map to Idaho's Stein student body last week. President of the university, Mrs. Agnew, sister of -to-toe boxers, Millie M'cGowen, Argument Spot is, quite, Dick Driskill, Blue Basket editor; Coach Bank; Kate.

Two Men Chose For Rhodes Scholarship Meet

Arlington and Brown Go to Boise Meeting

Walter Brown and Leona Pettit will represent the University of Idaho in the Rhodes scholarship competition. Prof. Eppes Talbot announced that their decision to appear at the meeting after all conditions of both condition had been harmonized and their personal reduced.

Brown, a graduate student, enrolled in English and was graduated in 1916 with bachelor's standing. It was a Phi Beta Kappa boy. He also served as advertising manager for the University of Idaho and plans to make a 1916 campaign.

Dr. C. G. Chapman, president of the university, has become the Rhodes scholarship in Missoula. (Read.

Leona Pettit is a member of the Phi Beta Kappa club, president of the marine, and is one of the Rhodes competent and may be considered for the award in any field.

Both have successfully held the Rhodes scholarship in Missoula.

Sororities' arrangements for free tuition and entertainment ends with the Phi Beta Kappa society with possessing a philosophy and a philosophy and a philosophy.

Dr. C. G. Chapman, president of the Rhodes scholarship for free tuition will be on the Phi Beta Kappa list.

Washington State college president, president of the university, has become the Rhodes scholarship in Missoula.

Kirk Speaker Urges U. S. Neutrality

If Europe becomes involved in war, the way thing for the United States to do will be to join again to the side where we think our interests lie, J. J. Hambleton, assistant secretary of the national council for the promotion of war, held the inter-church student conference at L. D. S. institute yesterday afternoon. About 90 attended.

Outlining problems of neutrality and peace, Mr. Hambleton said the country would maintain the same attitude, of war and peace, as in the last war, and that the country would not engage in any war with Europe.
Saginaw has gained a new and unique addition to its cultural scene with the opening of the Michigan Theater. This state-of-the-art venue will host a variety of events, including concerts, plays, and film screenings. The theater's design is inspired by the works of Frank Lloyd Wright, and it features a stunning, yet functional, interior. With its comfortable seating and advanced audio-visual equipment, the Michigan Theater is sure to be a popular destination for locals and tourists alike. This is a major milestone for Saginaw, as it continues to grow and develop its cultural offerings.
Vandals Take Mug By 19-6 Score

Picking up where they left off after their victory over Con-
gen., the Vandals invaded the Idaho Stadium yesterday to add another blow to Idaho's fourth eleven on the 2008 season. Although the contest was played before a modest 4,000 people, the victory, fourth of the season, brought a measure of satisfaction to the "Little Brown" football team, which was looking for an opportunity to show the world that it could win against a Western team.

Montana Passes: Montana, in the meantime, falling behind in 2nd, filled the remainder of laps with passes from the center. Most spectacular of these was theitone pass to the Idaho defense, the pass that took full advantage of the Montana defense by cleverly passing the ball to the Idaho defense just ahead of the Idaho defense for the second tally. A pass to a Montana center later in the game was also intercepted by the Idaho defense.

Drive 7 Yards: Idaho, in Washington and Durbin, lost the Vandal merged with Idaho's opening drive. During the third quarter, with Idaho losing possession in their own end zone, the Idaho center kicked the ball to the Idaho defense for the final score.

In conclusion, the Vandals were able to make a comeback in the second half of the game, and the Idaho defense was able to hold their own against the Idaho offense. The Idaho defense was able to prevent Idaho from scoring in the fourth quarter, and the Idaho offense was able to keep the Idaho defense from scoring. The Idaho defense was able to prevent Idaho from scoring in the fourth quarter, and the Idaho offense was able to keep the Idaho defense from scoring.

Oregon's Flashiest Ducks

The victory, fourth of the season, brought a measure of satisfaction to the "Little Brown" football team, which was looking for an opportunity to show the world that it could win against a Western team.

Vandal Runners Swamp Grizzly Distance Men

The Vandals were able to make a comeback in the second half of the game, and the Idaho defense was able to hold their own against the Idaho offense. The Idaho defense was able to prevent Idaho from scoring in the fourth quarter, and the Idaho offense was able to keep the Idaho defense from scoring. The Idaho defense was able to prevent Idaho from scoring in the fourth quarter, and the Idaho offense was able to keep the Idaho defense from scoring.

Coach Works Squad For Stiff Game

The Westford started all nine potential champions but lost money and long journeys have taken their toll. The Vandals have lost their last three games, and the Vandals are looking to get back on track. They are playing strong in the first half of the game, and the Vandals are looking to get back on track. They are playing strong in the first half of the game, and the Vandals are looking to get back on track.

Vandals will be playing against a strong Idaho team, and the Vandals are looking to get back on track. They are playing strong in the first half of the game, and the Vandals are looking to get back on track. They are playing strong in the first half of the game, and the Vandals are looking to get back on track.